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Stream Animals is a "must have" for Streamers! It is a clever game that allows the streamer and their audience members a
chance to interact and have fun together. Everyone loves to win and Stream Animals will bring out the competitive side of your
audience to have some light-hearted fun. I have launched Stream Animals during my breaks to allow my audience members
some engaging interaction while I was away from my keyboard. I have also used Stream Animals as a unique way to present
giveaways with winner-take-all, allowing the participants to choose their moves, vote on the events and have a chance to skew
the results in their favor or to hinder an opponent. Stream Animals is a lot of fun to play. When the game begins, each
participant will type in the streamers chat to select their animal (!pig, !fox, !bear etc.) or they can simply type !join or !j to join
with a randomly selected animal. There are many animals to choose from and everyone will have a favorite. The streamer can
elect to have certain animals restricted for their Subs Only, to provide a reward to your most loyal followers and every Sub will
also have a star above their head to show how special they are to your channel. There are 3 board sizes which automatically
adjust up as more players enter the game. The smallest size will accommodate 16 players and the largest size will accommodate
up to 64 players. Each round allows the players to select a move by entering in chat (!N, !S, !E, or !W) or they can simply allow
the computer to select for them by typing !auto or use !auto off to begin selecting their own moves again. After everyone has
moved, there will be an event for that round. The event is either selected by the computer at random or is voted upon by your
audience (The ratio is customized by the streamer). The events range from ground pieces being removed in rows, diagonals, or
random sections, to other animals (owls, chickens and ducks) entering the playing field to attack remaining players, and a new
wind event which can randomly move players in one direction. Overall, Stream Animals has been a huge success for my stream,
and my audience has a lot of fun playing and engaging the other members to see who will be victorious and wear the Winners
Crown for the next game. Daily, Weekly, Monthly and All-Time leader boards allow your audience a chance to keep track of all
their wins during your stream in addition to all the other participants. Enjoy! www.twitch.tv/kumquattv. Stream Animals is a
"must have" for Streamers! It is a clever game that allows the streamer and their audience members a chance to interact and
have fun together. Everyone loves to win and Stream Animals will bring out the competitive side of your audience to have some
light-hearted fun. I have launched Stream Animals during my breaks to allow my audience members some engaging interaction
while I was away from my keyboard. I have also used Stream Animals as a unique way to present giveaways with winner-take-
all, allowing the participants to choose their moves, vote on the events and have a chance to skew the results in their favor or to
hinder an opponent. Stream Animals is a lot of fun to play. When the game begins, each participant will type in the streamers
chat to select their animal (!pig, !fox, !bear etc.) or they can simply type !join or !j to join with a randomly selected animal.
There are many animals to choose from and everyone will have a favorite. The streamer can elect to have certain animals
restricted for their Subs Only, to provide a reward to your most loyal followers and every Sub will also have a star above their
head to show how special they are to your channel. There are 3 board sizes which automatically adjust up as more players enter
the game. The smallest size will accommodate 16 players and the largest size will accommodate up to 64 players. Each round
allows the players to select a move by entering in chat (!N, !S, !E, or !W) or they can simply allow the computer to select for
them by typing !auto or use !auto off to begin selecting their own moves again. After everyone has moved, there will be an event
for that round. The event is either selected by the computer at random or is voted upon by your audience (The ratio is
customized by the streamer). The events range from ground pieces being removed in rows, diagonals, or random sections, to
other animals (owls, chickens and ducks) entering the playing field to attack remaining players, and a new wind event which can
randomly move players in one direction. Overall, Stream Animals has been a huge success for my stream, and my audience has
a lot of fun playing and engaging the other members to see who will be victorious and wear the Winners Crown for the next
game. Daily, Weekly, Monthly and All-Time leader boards allow your audience a chance to keep track of all their wins during
your stream in addition to all the other participants. Enjoy! www.twitch.tv/kumquattv
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